NTC/2063/APN04
DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM DATARATES IN (DE)MODULATORS
By definition:

Symbol rate is expressed in Mbaud
Interface rate is expressed in Mbit/s

(some prefer Msymb)
(sometimes MBPS)

One could simply state that the interface rate is the speed at which the data is fed to
the modulator (or the input rate) and that the symbol rate is the rate at which the
data leaves the modulator. As you can see the symbol rate will mostly be smaller
than the interface rate (the exception being QPSK with FEC½), although the RS en
FEC produce extra data, the modulation index (for QPSK, 8PSK or 16QAM) reduces
the symbol rate (and as a result the bandwidth of the transmitted signal)
substantially.

The interface rate of the device is coupled to the symbol rate in the following way
symbol rate = interface rate
* framing overhead
* 1/RS-rate
* 1/FEC-rate
* modulation factor
with : - framing overhead =
or

- RS-rate =

204
188

188
187

for internal MPEG framing

1

for external MPEG framing

for external MPEG framing with 188 byte frames
and internal MPEG framing

or

1 for external MPEG framing with 204 byte frames

- FEC-rate = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8 or 8/9

- modulation index =

1/2
1/3
1/4

for QPSK
for 8PSK
for 16QAM
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Maximum datarate in (de)modulators (NTC/2063/APN04)
Examples :
(*)

(interface rate :
symbol rate :

(*) interface rate :
symbol rate :

(*) interface rate :
symbol rate :

(*) interface rate :
symbol rate :
(*)

interface rate :
symbol rate :

8.294118 Mbit/s), QPSK modulation, FEC-3/4, internal
MPEG framing
188 204 4 1
8.294118 Mbit / s ×
×
× × = 6.032086 Mbaud
187 188 3 2

8.294118 Mbit/s, QPSK modulation, FEC-3/4, external
MPEG framing, 188 byte frames
204 4 1
8.294118 Mbit / s × 1 ×
× × = 6.000000 Mbaud
188 3 2

8.294118 Mbit/s, QPSK modulation, FEC-3/4, external
MPEG framing, 204 byte frames
4 1
8.294118 Mbit / s ×1 ×1 × × = 5.529412 Mbaud
3 2

8.294118 Mbit/s, 8PSK modulation, FEC-5/6, external
framing, 188 byte mode
204 6 1
8.294118 Mbit / s × 1 ×
× × = 3.600000 Mbaud
188 5 3
8.294118 Mbit/s, 16QAM modulation, FEC-3/4, external
framing, 188 byte mode
204 4 1
8.294118 Mbit / s × 1 ×
× × = 3.000000 Mbaud
188 3 4
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Maximum datarate in (de)modulators (NTC/2063/APN04)
Knowing this it is easy to calculate the limiting factors on interface and symbol rate if
we take the design limits in account.
For example as defined in the datasheets of the NTC/2063 demodulator the
following rules should be followed to obtain the highest applicable datarate:
Maximum interface rate limit for QPSK
Maximum Interface rate limit for 8PSK and 16QAM
Maximum satellite Baudrate

Modulation type

QPSK-1/2
QPSK-2/3
QPSK-3/4
QPSK-5/6
QPSK-7/8
8PSK-2/3
8PSK-5/6
8PSK-8/9
16QAM-3/4

Interface rate
in Mbit/s

: 55 Mbit/s
: 110 Mbit/s
: 45 Mbaud

Baudrate
in Mbaud

41.470588
55
55
55
55
82.941176
103.67647
110
110

45
44.760638
39.787234
35.808511
34.103343
45
45
44.760638
39.787234

Hence we can conclude that in some cases the interface rate and in other the
Baudrate is the limiting factor.
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